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B. Alspach has proved that a regular tournament is arc-pancyclic. Zhu and Tian proved that 
if a tournament T = (V, A) with vertex set V, arc set A and order p satisfies that for any arc 
(vi, u,) of T, if df(uj) + d-(vi) *p - 2, then T is arc-pancyclic, where p >7. In this paper we 
study an extreme problem concerning the k-arc-cyclic property for a class of tournaments. 
We say that a tournament T = (V, A) satisfies the condition O@, q) if d+(u) + d-(u) *p - q 
for any arc (u, u) of T, where q is a positive integer and IV1 =p. Zhu, Tian, Chen and Zhang 
proved that if a tournament T satisfies the condition O@, q) and p *3q + 3, then T is 
arc-pancyclic. Let S(p, q) be the set {T = (V, A): T is a tournament with p vertices and T 
satisfies the condition O(p, q)}; let C*(u, u) be the set {cycles of T with length k using the arc 
(u, u)}. The aim of this paper is that for a given integer q, we can find an integer m(q, k) such 
that if p * m(q, k), then for any T E S(p, q), T is k-arc-cyclic; if p G m(q, k) - 1, then there 
exists T E S(p, q) such that T is not k-arc-cyclic. We have found that m(q, 4) = 5q - 7, and 
m(q, 5) = [p*(q)] + 1 or [p*(q)1 + 1, where p*(q) = (1 + 3*)q - (1 + $ .3*). 
Some definitions and notations 
1. T = (V, A) represents a tournament with vertex set V and arc set A. 
2. We let p and q be positive integers in this paper. We say T = (V, A) satisfies 
condition O(p, q) if d+(v) + d-(u) ap - q for any arc (u, V) of T, where IV1 =p, 
d+(v) is the out-degree of V, and d-(u) is the in-degree of u. 
3. Define 
S(p, q) = {T = (V, A): (VI =p, T satisfies condition O(p, q)} 
S(q) = u S(P, 4). 
P 
4. For T = (V, A), let Ck(u, V) = {cycles of length k in T using the arc (u, v)}. 
We say that T = (V, A) is k-arc-cyclic if C,(u, V) 20 for any arc (u, V) of T. 
5. For integers q, k > 0, define 
s(q, k) = {T = (V, A): T is k-arc-cyclic, T E S(q)}, 
m(q, k) = midpl(q, k): if p apl(q, k), then S(p, q) = s(q, k)}. 
and 
n(q, k) = max{p,(q, k): if p Sp2(q, k), then there exists 
T E S(p, q) such that T t$ s(q, k)}. 
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6. Given T = (V, A) and u E V, let 
O,(U) = {v: (u, V) E A}, Z,(u) = {v: (v, u) E A}. 
For convenience, we denote O,(U) (Z=(U)) by O(U) (Z(U)). For any subsets VI, V, 
of V, let 
m+(V,, V,) = I{(u, v) EA; u E VI, v E V,}l. 
7. T = (V, A) is said to be almost regular if Id+(v) - d-(u)1 = 1 for any vertex 
v in T. 
8. Given a real number r, let [r] ([rl) be the greatest (smallest) integer not 
greater (less) than r. 
Theorem 1 
Theorem 1. For every integer q > 1, we have 
m(q, 4) = 5q - 7 
and 
n(q, 4) = m(q, 4) - 1. 
Proof. Suppose that p s 5q - 8. We can construct T = (V, A) such that T E 
S(p, q), but T is not 4-arc-cyclic. 
Case 1: (p -4) is even. 
Construct T = (V, A) as follows. Let IV1 =p, (v, v,) E A, O(Q) n Z(v) = {v*}, 
lo(% Il(v)l = HP - 41, m+(O’(vo), I(v)) = 0, m’(O(v,), Z’(v)) = 0, 
m’(N’, O(Q)) = 0, m’(Z’(v), W) = 0, where W = V\(O(v,) U Z(v) U {v, Q}), 
O’(v,,) = O(V~)\{V*}, Z’(v) = Z(v)\{v*}. (see Fig. 1). 
Subcase 1.1: b(p - q) is even. Construct the subgraph T(O’(v,)) induced by 
O’(v,) to be a regular tournament and T(Z’(v)) to be regular too. T(W) is 
regular (almost regular) if the order of W is odd (even). Thus, for any arc (u’, v’) 
Fig. 1. 
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of T with u’ E Z’(V) and V’ E O’(V), we have 
=p-q+$(5q-8-p)>p-q. 
It is easy to verify that T E S(p, q), but Cq(u, vO) = 0; so T $ s(q, 4). 
Subcase 1.2: $(p - q) is odd. Then p # 5q - 8 or 5q - 9, i.e., p s 5q - 10. 
Thus, we can construct the subgraph T(O’(v,)) and T(Z’(v)) such that they are 
both almost regular. T(W) is regular (almost regular) if the order of W is odd 
(even). Hence for any v E O’(Q), u’ E Z’(V), we have 
d+(v’) + d-(u’) 2 2($r+ - 3) + q - 1) 
=p-q+$(5q-lo-p)z-p-q. 
It is also easy to see that T E S(p, q), but T 4 s(q, 4). 
Case 2: (p - q) is odd. 
Then, p # 5q - 8, i.e., p < 5q - 9. Thus we can construct T = (V, A) similar to 
the Case 1. Let 
lO(V 4(P - 4 - 1) and IZ(v)l = i(p -q + 1). 
Subcase 2.1: &p - q + 1) is even, i.e., 4(p - q - 1) is odd. Let the subgraph 
T(O’(v,)) be almost regular and T(Z’(v)) b e regular. Then for any v’ E O’(v,), 
u’ E Z’(v), we have 
d+(v’) + d-(u’) a +(+(p - q - 1) - 3) + $($(p - q + 1) - 2) + 2(q - 1) 
=p-q+g5q-9-p)==p-q. 
It is easy to check that T E S(p, q), but T $ s(q, 4). 
Subcuse 2.2: 3(p -q + 1) is odd, i.e., $(p - q - 1) is even. We can construct 
T = (V, A) in a way similar to the Case 2.1 and we also have that T E S(p, q), but 
T$ S(q, 4). 
From the above two cases, we have 
m(q, 4) 2 5q - 7. (1) 
On the other hand, if p 2 5q - 7, we shall prove that S(p, q) c s(q, 4). 
Suppose not. Then there is a tournament T = (V, A) such that T E S(p, q) and 
there exist (v, v,J E T satisfying that Cq(v, vO) = 0. Thus lO(v,) rl Z(v)1 == 1. 
We first assume that O(v,) n Z(v) = {v*}. Let lO(v,)l = r, IZ(v)l = s, p = 5q - 
7 + 8, and r + s =p - q + 6, where 0 and 6 are both nonnegative integers. 
Define the sets O’(Q), Z’(v) and W as in the Case 1. We then have 
m+(O’(%), Z(v)) = 0, m+(O(v,), Z’(v)) = 0 and 
IWI=p-(r+s-1+2)=9-6-l. 
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Let minvicO,(voj d+(t~~) = d+(vr) and min,jEr,(vj d-(uj) = d-(v,). 
If r and s are both even, then 
d+(v,)+d-(v,)~I(r+s)-2+2(q-6-1)=~(p-q+6)+2(q-6-1)-2 
=+(4q-7+8+6)+2q-26-4=(4q-7+8)-~(36+8+1) 
<4q-7+tI=p-q. 
It contradicts that T E S(p, q). Thus, it follows that T E ,S?(q, 4). 
If r or s is odd, the proof is similar to the above case. 
If O(Q) t-l Z(V) = 0, we can prove that T E s(q, 4) in a similar way. Therefore, 
for p 3 5q - 7, we have S(p, q) c s(q, 4). From (1) we conclude that 
m(q, 4) = Sq - 7 and n(q, 4) = 5q - 8. Cl 
Theorem 2 
Theorem 2. For every integer q 5 15, we have 
and 
mk, 5) = b*(q)1 + 1 or b*(q)1 + 1 
n(q, 5) = m(q, 5) - 1, 
where p*(q) = (1 + fi)q - (1 + $ti). 
First we need some definitions and to prove some lemmas. 
As we know, if T = (V, A) $ $(q, 5), then there exists an arc (v, v,,) E T such 
that Cs(v, v,,) = 0. Thus lO(v,J c Z(v)1 6 2. Let 2 = O(Q) n Z(v), O’(v,) = 
O(v,)\Z, Z’(v) =Z(v)\Z and W = V\(O(v,,) UZ(v) U {v, q,}). 
Detinition 2.1. We say that a tournament T = (V, A) contains the structure 
B,(v, v,,) if T satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) (u, ~0) e A, IO(Q) n Z(v)1 = 2; 
(ii) m’(O’(v,), Z(v)) = 0, m’(O(%l), Z’(v)) = 0, 
m’(W,, Z(v)) = 0 and m’(O(v,), W,) = 0, 
where WI U W, = W, WI n W, = 0 (Fig. 2). 
Lemma 1. Given T = (V, A) with (v, vo) E T and IO(Q) fl Z(v)1 = 2, then 
Cg(v, v,J = 0 if and only if T contains &(v, vo). 
Proof. Obviously, if T contains the structure B,(v, v,,), then C5(v, q,) = 0. 
Now we suppose that &(v, vo) = 0. This implies that m+(O’(v,), Z(v)) = 0 and 
m’(O(v,), Z’(v)) = 0. Let WI = {vi: vi E W, m’(O(v,), vi) 2 1, and W, = W\ WI. 
Then, m’(O(v,), W,) =0 an d m+(WI, Z(v)) = 0. Note that if there existed w E W 
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Fig. 2. 
such that m’(Z, w) = 1 and m+(w, Z) = 1, then we would have C5(v, vO) Z 8; but 
it is impossible. So T contains the structure &(u, Q). 0 
Definition 2.2. For two integers p,q > 0, if there exists a tournament T = (V, A) 
such that IV1 =p, (v, vO) E A, lO(v,,) fl Z(v)1 = 2, lO( + IZ(v)l =p - q + s, 
lO( = i(p - q +s) - a, IZ(v)l = t(p - q + s) + 6, IW,l = i(q -s) - 8 and 
I W,l = i(q - s) + 8, then we say that it is a partition corresponding to p and q, 
where s is a nonnegative integer and both 6 and 8 are real numbers. This 
partition is denoted by D,(p, q, s, 6, 0). 
Definition 2.3. In the Definition 2.2, if T E S(p, q), and T contains &(v, u,,), 
then we say that one can construct the tournament T(O&) = (V, A) by using the 
partition D,(p, q, s, 6, e). 
Lemma 2. For integers p, q > 0 and their corresponding partition 
D,(p, q, s, 6, e), if we can construct T(O&) by using D,(p, q, s, 6, 0), then we 
have the following inequalities : 
R,(P, 4, S, 6, 8, 0 s 0, 
MP, 4, S, 4 8, 4 6 0, 
(2) 
where 
R,(p,q,s, 6, e,t)=p2-2pq-2q2+2p+4q-24-4(6+t)p+4(6+e+t)q 
+2.s(2+q+28-2t)+4(S2+e2+26t)-46-i2e+i6t, 
R2(p, 4, S, 6, 8, t) = &(P, 4, S, -6, -f-8 -t), and 
t = +(p - q) - 6 - v_E$,~oj d+(Vi)- 
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Proof. Suppose that we can construct T(OB,) by using the partition 
D,(p, q, s, 6, f3). Then there exists T = (V, A) E S(p, q) such that (v, u,J E A and 
T contains B*(zJ, u,,). Let min,,,,(,,) d+(vi) = d+(v,) and f = $(p - q) - 6 - 
d+(v,). Since d+(v,) + d-(u) sp - q and d-(v) = i(p - q + s) + 6, then c 6 4s. 
Clearly, d+(vJ 2 t(p - q) - 6 - t for any 21i E O’(v,). Similarly, we have 
d+(vj) 3 &(p - q) - 6 - 4s for any vj E WI, 
d-(v,J a i(p - q) + 6 + t for any vk E Z’(v) and 
d-(v,)ai(p-q)+6-4s foranyv,EW2. 
Thus it follows that 
m+(O’(uo), w,) 3 (3(P - 4) - 6 - t) lO’(%)l - ? lO’(%)I (lO’(V”)I - I) 
=;(p-q-4+s-26)(p-q+6-4t-s-26), 
m’(WL O’(Q)) = IWI . lO’(%)l - m+(o’(%)P w,) 
<i(p-q+s-4-26)(3q-p-6-s+26+4t-48) and 
m’(K, O’(%)) 2 @(P - 4) - 6 - 39) IWI - t IWI (IWI - 1) - IWI . IKU {%)I 
=g(q-s-28)(2p-5q-2-46+s-28). 
So we have 
(q-s-2e)(2p-5q-2-46+s-2e) 
C(p-q-4+s-26)(3q-p-6+26+4t-48). 
It can be reduced to 
Rdp, 4, s, 4 0, t> s 0. 
Similarly, we have 
(3) 
R,(p, q, s, 6, 8, t) c 0. 
Lemma 3. For integers p, q > 0, if 
p > q - 1 + (3q2 - 6q + 25); =pl(q), 
then it is impossible to construct T(OB2) using Dz(p, q, s, 6, 0). 
Proof. By Lemma 2, if we can construct T(OB,) using a partition 
D2(p, q, s, 6, f3), then the set of inequalities (2) hold. Thus 
@h(p, q, S, 4 8, t) + &(p, q, s, 4 8, t)) =S 0, i.e., 
p2-2pq-2q2+2p+4q-24+F(s, 6, e,t)co, 
where F(s, 6, 8, t) = 4(a2 + e2 + 26t) + 2s(q + 2). 
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Without loss of generality, suppose 6 < 0, otherwise we may reverse the 
directions of all arcs of T. If t s 0, then F(s, 6, 8, t) is non-negative. If t > 0, then 
F(s, 6, 8, t) = 4(@ + (S + t)2 - 3) + 2s(g + 2) 
a 4( - (;s)2) + 2’i(C.j + 2) 
=s(2q+2-s)>O (because q - s > 0, s 2 0). 
It follows that 
p2-2pq-2q2+2p+4q-24S0, i.e., 
p s (q - 1) + (3q= - 6q + 25); =pl(q). 
Therefore, if p >pl(q), it is impossible to construct T(OB2) by using any 
partition D*(p, q, s, 6, f3). 0 
In the set of inequalities (2), let s = t = 0 which produces 
Ri(P, q, 0, 6, 8, 0) =S 0, i = 1, 2. (4) 
Lemma 4. Given p,q > 0 and a partition D,(p, q, s, 6, e), if the set of inequalities 
(4) holds for these p, q, 6, 8, then’ we can construct T(OB2) by using 
Dz(P, 9, S, 6 0). 
Proof. Suppose that 4(p, q, s, 6, 0) is a partition corresponding to p, q and (4) 
holds. Then we construct T = (V, A) as follows. 
(a) Let VI =P, ( v, vo) E A> lo(v,)l= i(p - q) - 6, II(v)1 = +(P - q) + 6, 
Iw,( = +q - 8, I W,l = $4 + 0, 121 = lO(v,) n Z(v)1 = 2, m+(W2, WI) = 0, and T 
contains B2(u, v,,). 
(b) Let the subgraph T(O’(v,)) of T induced by O’(Q) be regular (almost 
regular) if the order of O’(v,) is odd (even). Similarly, we construct subgraphs 
T(Z’(v)), T(W,) and T(W,) which are regular or almost regular. 
(c) For any vi E O’(v,), let d+(vJ = +(p - q) - 6. Thus 
m+(O’(%), w,) = (4(P - 4) - 6) lO’(vJl - a lO’(%)l w’(vJl - 1) 
= t(p -q - 4 - 2S)(p -q + 6 - 26). 
For any vi, vi E O’(Q), let Iwz+(v~, WJ - m’(vj, Wi)( c 1. 
(d) From (c), we have 
m’(w,, O’(%)) = Iw,l * IO’(%)I - m+(O’(%), W) 
=gp-q-4-26)(3q-p-6+26-48). 
By (3) and (4), 
m+(wl, oyv,)) 2 +(q -S - 2e)(2p - 5q - 2 - 46 - 28) 
= (I(P - 4) - 6) IWI -4 Iw,l wll - 1) - IWI * Iw,l - IWI. 
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Thus m’(W1, V) 2 (&p -4) - 6) IW,l. Now, letting d, = [(lllW1l)m+(W,, V)l, 
then d, 3 i(p - q) - 6. Therefore we can construct the subgraph T(W,) so that 
d+(t.$) = d1 for any uk E WI1 and d+(vk) =dl + 1 for any uk l W12, where 
Wl u w2= w, 
m+(vi, 
SO d+(Vi) a $(p 
(e) Similarly, 
WxI fl WI, = 0, and I WI,1 = m’(W,, V) - d, I W,(. Furthermore, 
O’(V,)) - m+(Vj, O’(V,)) s 2 for any Vi, Vj E W,. 
- q) - 6 for any vi E WI. 
we construct subgraphs T(Z’(v)) and T(WJ such that 
d-(Vi) = ;(p - q) + 6 for any Vi E I’(V), 
1 for any vk E Wzl, 
d-(vk) = d2 + 1 for any vk E wz2, 
where 
w21 u K2 = K, w,, f-l K, = 0, IK2l= m+W, W - d2 IKI. 
By an argument similar to that used in (d), we have d2 2 i(p - q) + 6. 
It is easy to check that for any vi E V, we have 
d+(vi) a ;(p - q) - 6, d-(vi) a +(p - q) + 6. 
It follows that T E S(p, q), and T contains B,(v, v,,), so the lemma is 
completed. 0 
Lemma 5. Given the integers p, q > 0, ifp Sp*(q), then S(p, q) c# s(q, 5), where 
p*(q) = (1+ 3f)q - (1+ : * 33). 
Proof. By Lemma 2 and 4, we have the following results. 
(a) If p, q are both even and the inequalities (4) hold for the partition 
4(p, q, 0, 0, 0), then we can construct T(OB2) by using this partition. In this 
case, the inequalities (4) become 
p2-2pq-2qz+2p+4q-24so. 
It is easy to chech that this inequality holds if p <PI(q), where PI(q) = 
(q - 1) + (3q2 - 6q + 29% Since the equation p =p,(q) represents a hyperbola 
with asymptote p =pT(q), where p:(q) = (1 + 3i)q - (1 + 31), clearly, p:(q) < 
PI(q). It follows that if p, q are both even and p spT(q), then we can construct 
T(OB2) by using &(p, q, 0, 0,O). 
(b) If p is even, q is odd and the inequalities (4) hold for the partition 
D2(p, q, 0, 1, $), then we can construct T(OB2) by using this partition. In this 
case the inequalities (4) become 
p2-2pq-2q2+8q-3OSO and p2-2pq-2q2+4p-14sO. 
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These inequalities hold if p <p*(q). where p*(q) = q - 2 + (3q2 - 4q + 18);. As 
we know, the equation p =p2(q) represents a hyperbola with asymptote 
P =p2*(q), and p;(q) <pdq), where p;(q) = (1 + 3f)q - (2 + $34). Thus, for any 
even p and odd q with p <p;(q), we can construct T(OB2) by using the partition 
D,(p, 4, 0, 47 9. 
(c) If p is odd, q is even, and the inequalities (4) hold for the partition 
D,(p, q, 0, 4, l), then we can construct T(O&) by using this partition. In this 
case the inequalities (4) become 
p2-2pq-2q2+10q-33SO and p2-2pq-2q2+4p-2q-520. 
It is easy to verify that these inequalities hold if p Sp3(q), where p3(q) = 
q + (3q2 - 1Oq + 33);. Since the equation p =p3(q) represents a hyperbola with 
asymptote p =p:(q), where p:(q) = (1 + 3i)q - 5 .3$ <p3(q), we conclude that, 
for odd p and even q with p Sps(q), we can construct T(OB,) by using the 
partition D,(p, q, 0, 4, 1). 
(d) If p, q are both odd and the inequalities (4) hold for the partition 
D,(p, q, 0, 0, b), then we can construct T(O&) by using this partition. In this 
case, the inequalities (4) become 
p2-2pq-2q2+2p+6q-29cO and p2-2pq-2q2+2p+2q-17cO. 
These inequalities hold for p Sp4(q), where p4(q) = q - 1 + (3q2 - 8q + 30);. We 
know that the equation p =p4(q) represents a hyperbola with asymptote 
p =p:(q), where p:(q) = (1 + 3f)q - (1 + 4 * 34). Because p:(q) <p4(q), it 
follows that if p, q are both odd and p Spz(q), then we can construct T(OB,) by 
using D2(p, q, 0, 0, 1). 
Combining (a), (b), (c) and (d), let 
P*(4) = min 
lsks4 
pk*(q) = (1 + 3f)q - (1 + j * 39. 
Thus we conclude that for given integers p, q > 0 with p <p*(q), there is a 
tournament T(OB2), i.e., S(p, q) # S(q, 5) if p <p*(q). 0 
Now we discuss the other cases, i.e., lO(v,) n Z(v)1 = 0 or 1, and we need some 
definitions. 
Definition 3.1. If T = (V, A) contains an arc (v, vO) such that lO(v,) n Z(u)1 = 1, 
m+(O’(%), Z(v)) = 0, m +(O(%), Z’(V)) = 0, m’(kV,, Z(V)) = 0 and 
m+(O(v,), W,) = 0, then we say that T contains the structure B,,(u, Q). 
Definition 3.2. We say T = (V, A) contains the structure B,,(v, uO) if 
(a) the arc (v, uO) E T, O(Q) fI Z(v) = {IJ~}; 
(b) there exists 2r2 EZ(V) such that (vi, v2) E T, m’(O(v,) - zr,, Z(v)) =0, 
m+({vl, v2}, Z(v) - 2~~) = 0, m+(WI, Z(v)) = 0 and m’(O(v,), W,) = 0. 
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Definition 3.3. We say that T = (V, A) contains B&V, v,,) if 
(a) (V G) E T, O&) n Z(v) = {ui>; 
(b) there exists u2 E O(v,J such that (u2, v,) E T, m+(O(vO)\Z, Z(v) u Z) = 0, 
m+(z, Z(v)\Z) = 0, m’(W,, Z(v)) = 0 and m’(O(v,), W,) = 0, where Z = 
{n,, V2). 
Definition 3.4. We say that T = (V, A) contains the structure B&v, vg) if 
(a) (v, vg) is an arc of T, and O(v,,) n Z(v) = 0; 
(b) there exist vi E O(Q), v,~Z(v) such that (vi, v2) E T, m’(O(v,) - 
VI, Z(v) u Z) = 0, rn+(z, Z(v) - v2) = 0, m’(Wl, Z(v)) = 0 and m’(O(v,), W,) = 
0, where Z = {vi, v2}. 
Definition 3.5. We say that T = (V, A) contains the structure B,,(v, vo) if 
(a) (u, no) E T, O(Q) n Z(u) = 0; 
(b) m+(o(v,), Z(v)) = 0, m+(W,, Z(v)) = 0 and m’(O(v,), W,) = 0. 
By arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 1, we also get the 
following results: 
(i) If T = (V, A) contains Bij(V, vo), then C5(v, v,J = 0, where 
t 
1, 2, 3 for i = . 1, 
I= 1,2 for i = 0. 
(ii) If (v, v,,) is an arc of T = (V, A) such that jO(v,) rlZ(v)l s 1, and 
&(v, u,,) = 0, then there exist i,, E {0, 1) and j. E (1, 2, 3) such that T contains the 
structure Bi,,j,(V, 210). 
By an argument similar to that used in the case when IO(Q) n Z(v)1 = 2, we get 
the following result. 
Lemma 6. For the integers p, q > 0 with p >pl(q) and q 2 3, we have S(p, q) c 
qq, 5). 
Proof. By arguments similar to those used in the proofs of Lemma 2 
can show that 
and 3, we 
_(a) If T =JV, A) E S(p, q), (v, vO) E A, and T contains Bii(v, v,J, then 
p2 - 2pq - 2q2 + 2p + 6q - 13 s 0. Thus p cpll(q) = q - 1 + (3q2 - 8q + 14);. 
Clearly, pII <PI(q). It follows that if T eS(p, q) and p >pl(q), then T 
contains no Bll(vi, vi) for any arc (vi, Vj) of T. 
(b) If T = (V, A) E S(p, q), (v, vc,) E A, and T contains B,,(v, v,), then 
p2 - 2pq - 2q2 + 2p + 7q - 23 s 0. Thus p cp12(q) = q - 1 + (3q2 - 9q + 24);. 
Since p12(q) <PI(q), it follows that if p >pl(q) and T E S(p, q), then T contains 
no B12(vi, vi) for any arc (Vi, vi) of T. 
(c) If T = (V, A) E S(P, 41, (v, vd E A, and T contains B&v, vo), then 
p2 - 2pq - 2q2 + 2p + 7q - 23 s 0. Thus p <p&q) = q - 1 + (3q2 - 9q + 24)+. 
Clearly, p&Z) <k(4). 
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(d) If T = (V, A) E S(p, q), (v, Q) EA, and T contains B,,(v, Q), then 
p*-2pq-2q2-6p+32q-56S0, i.e., pCq+3+(3q2-26q+65)i=p0,(q). 
It is easy to verify that pol(q) <PI(q) for q 2 3. 
(e) If T=(V,A)ES(P,~), ( v, u,,) E T, and T contains Bo2(21, n,,), then 
p2 - 2pq - 2q2 + 2p + 12q - 24 c 0. It follows that 
p s q - 1+ (3q2 - 14q + 25); = p&q). 
Clearly, p02(4) <pdq). 
Combining (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and L emma 3, we conclude that if p >pl(q) 
and q 2 3, then for any T E S(p, q) and any arc (v,, vk) of T, T contains neither 
B2(u,, vk) nor Bii(v,, v,), where i E (1, 0}, j E (1, 2, 3). Thus S(p, q) c S 
(47 5). 0 
Now we are able to prove Theorem 2. Since PI(q) <p*(q) + 1 if q 3 17, and 
p*(q) + 1 s [p*(q)1 + 1, by Lemma 6, we conclude that if p > [p*(q)1 + 1, and 
q 2 17, then S(p, q) c $(q, 5). Therefore 
m(q, 5) c [P*(q)1 + 1. (5) 
On the other hand, since Lp*(q)] <p*(q), by Lemma 5 we have m(q, 5) > 
[p*(q)]. It follows that 
m(q, 5) 2 lP*(q)I + 1. (6) 
Combining (5) and (6), we finally get the following result: 
m(q, 5) = [p*(q)1 + I or IP*(4)1 + 1, 
n(q, 5) = m(q, 5) - 1. 
In fact, this result is true for q = 15 and q = 16, but it is false for q = 14. The 
proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 0 
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